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An analyti approa h to the theory of the opti al defe t modes in photoni liquid rystals in the ase of an a tive
defe t layer is developed. The analyti study is fa ilitated by the hoi e of the problem parameters related to the
diele tri properties of the studied stru tures. The hosen models allow eliminating polarization mixing at the
external surfa es of the studied stru tures. The dispersion equations determining the relation of the defe t mode
(DM) frequen y to the diele tri hara teristi s of an isotropi , birefringent and absorbing (amplifying) defe t
layer and its thi kness are obtained. Analyti expressions for the transmission and ree tion oe ients of the
defe t mode stru ture (DMS) (photoni liquid rystala tive defe t layerphotoni liquid rystal) are presented
and analyzed. The ee t of anomalously strong light absorption at the defe t mode frequen y for an absorbing
defe t layer is dis ussed. It is shown that in a distributed feedba k lasing at the DMS with an amplifying defe t
layer, adjusting the lasing frequen y to the DM frequen y results in a signi ant de rease in the lasing threshold
and the threshold gain de reases as the defe t layer thi kness in reases. It is found that generally speaking the
layer birefringen e and diele tri jumps at the interfa es of the defe t layer and photoni liquid rystal redu e
the DM lifetime in omparison with the DMS with an isotropi defe t layer without diele tri jumps at the
interfa es. Correspondingly, generally speaking, the ee t of anomalously strong light absorption at the defe t
mode frequen y and the de rease in the lasing threshold are not so pronoun ed as in the ase of the DMS with
an isotropi defe t layer without diele tri jumps at the interfa es. The ase of a DMS with a low defe t layer
birefringen e and su iently large diele tri jumps are studied in detail. The options of ee tively inuen ing
the DM parameters by hanging the defe t layer diele tri properties, and the birefringen e in parti ular, are
dis ussed.
DOI: 10.7868/S0044451014050139

showed that an analyti

theoreti al approa h to the

problem (sometimes limited by the introdu ed appro-

1. INTRODUCTION

ximations) allows

reating a

lear physi al pi ture of

linear opti s and lasing in the relevant stru tures. In
The eld of mirrorless distributed feedba k (DFB)
lasing in photoni
of

hiral liquid

stru tures

onsisting of many layers

rystals was re ently attra ting mu h

parti ular, the physi s and the role of lo alized opti al
modes (edge and defe t modes) in the stru tures under

onsideration was

learly demonstrated. The most

attention, mainly due to the possibilities of rea hing a

promising results in DFB lasing relate to defe t modes

low lasing threshold for DFB lasing [18℄. For denite-

(DM) [

ness, we study photoni

defe t as a lo alized ele tromagneti

liquid

rystals with the exam-

ple of the best known type of photoni
holesteri

liquid

liquid

rystals,

rystals (CLC). The related theory is

mostly based on numeri al

al ulations [9℄, whose re-

12; 13℄. The defe t modes existing at a stru ture
eigenstate with its

frequen y in the forbidden band gap were investigated
initially in the three-dimensionally periodi
stru tures [16℄. The

diele tri

orresponding defe t modes in

hi-

sults are not always interpreted in the framework of

ral liquid

a

are very similar to the defe t modes in one-dimensional

lear physi al pi ture. Several re ent papers [1015℄
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rystals and, more generally, in spiral media

s alar periodi
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stru tures.

They reveal abnormal re-
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Opti al defe t modes

:::

e tion and transmission inside the forbidden band
gap [

1; 2℄ and allow DFB lasing at a low lasing thresh-

old [3℄. The qualitative dieren e from s alar periodi
media

onsists in the polarization properties. The de-

fe t mode in

hiral liquid

rystals is asso iated with a

ir ular polarization of an ele tromagneti
state with the
of the

hirality sense

hiral liquid

types of defe ts in

CLC

L

CLC

L

d

eld eigen-

oin iding with the one

rystal helix. There are two main
hiral liquid

rystals studied up to

now. One is a plane layer of some substan e diering
from the CLC, dividing a perfe t

holesteri

stru ture

S hemati of the CLC defe t mode stru ture
with an isotropi a tive defe t layer of thi kness d

Fig. 1.

into two parts, and being perpendi ular to the heli al
axis of the

holesteri

stru ture [1℄. The other defe t

type is a jump of the

holesteri

helix phase at some

plane perpendi ular to the heli al axis (without inser-

we have to solve the Maxwell equations and a boundary

tion of any substan e at the lo ation of this plane) [2℄.

value problem for the ele tromagneti

Re ently, many new types of defe t layers were stud-

ing along the

ied [1723℄, for example, a CLC layer with the pit h dif-

depi ted in Fig. 1.

fering from the pit h of two layers sandwi hed between

in [

these layers [8℄. It is evident that there are many versions of the diele tri
the

properties of the defe t layer, but

onsideration below is limited by the rst type of

defe t, a layer inserted into a

hiral liquid

rystal. Our

is

hanging light polarization). The reason for that

onne ted with both experimental resear h on the

DFB lasing in CLCs where dyes are pla ed in a defe t

This investigation was performed

12; 13℄ under the assumption that the CLC layers

to use the results in [

12; 13℄ in the present

amplifying (absorbing) isotropi

ase of an

defe t layer and non-

absorbing CLC layers introdu ing only some physi ally
lear

12; 13℄. The
12; 13℄, that the average diele tri on-

hanges in the formulas obtained in [

assumptions in [
stant of CLC

"0

oin ides with the diele tri

onstant

of the defe t layer and the external medium, and hen e

layer [24℄ and the general idea that the unusual prop-

polarization

erties of the DM manifest themselves most

only light of dira ting

learly just

wave propagat-

helix for the layered stru ture

an be absorbing or amplifying in Fig. 1. It is possible

fo us is on the a tive defe t layer (absorbing, amplifying or

holesteri

at the middle of the defe t stru ture, i. e., at the defe t

taken into a

layer, where the DM eld intensity rea hes its maxi-

main

onversion at the interfa es is absent and
ir ular polarization has to be

ount, are retained in this se tion.

onventions and notation of papers [

The

12; 13℄ are

mum. We therefore assume that there is no absorption

also preserved in this se tion. As is known [9℄, mu h

in the CLC layers of the DMS, and absorption, ampli-

information on the DM is available from spe tral prop-

ation or hanges of light polarization o
defe t layer. The analyti

ur only in the

approa h to studying a DMS

with an a tive defe t layer is very similar to the previously performed DM studies [

12; 13℄, and we therefore

erties of the defe t mode stru ture (DMS) transmission

T (d; L) and ree

tion

R(d; L)

oe ients.

Formulas for the opti al properties of the stru ture depi ted at Fig. 1

an be obtained using the ex-

T (L) and reR(L) oe ient for a single holesteri layer
2
(see also [25; 26℄). The transmission jT (d; L)j and re2
e tion jR(d; L)j intensity oe ients (of light of the

present the nal results of the present investigation,

pressions for the amplitude transmission

referring the reader to [

e tion

12; 13℄ for the investigation de-

tails.
In this paper, an analyti

solution for the defe t

mode asso iated with an insertion of an a tive defe t
layer into the perfe t

holesteri

dira ting ir ular polarization) for the whole stru ture

stru ture is presented

an be presented in the form

2
e Td exp(ikd(1+ig ))
; (1)
jT (d; L)j2 = 1 Texp(2
ikd(1+ig))RdRu

for light propagating along the heli al axis and some
limit

ases simplifying the problem are

onsidered.

2

e Tu exp(2ikd(1+ig ))
; (2)
jR(d; L)j2 = Re + 1Ru Texp(2
ikd(1+ig))R R

2. DEFECT MODE AT AN AMPLIFYING
(ABSORBING) DEFECT LAYER
To

onsider the DM asso iated with an insertion of

an isotropi

layer into a perfe t

holesteri

stru ture,

Re (Te ), Ru (Tu ),

d u

Rd (Td)

are the respe tive

amplitude ree tion (transmission)

oe ients of the

where

and

individual CLC layer (see Fig. 1) for light in ident at

907
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d-mode

the outer top layer surfa e, at the inner top CLC layer

1:0

surfa e from the inserted defe t layer, and at the inner bottom CLC layer surfa e from the inserted defe t

defe t layer only and

1 + ig is related to the

orresponds to the diele tri

with a small

g

0:2

that is positive for an absorbing defe t

layer and negative for an amplifying one.
For

0

0:2

ompleteness, we also present expressions for

the amplitude transmission

T (L)

and ree tion

oe ients for a single nonabsorbing
of thi kness
tion [

a

0:4

on-

"0 (1 + 2ig)

stant of the defe t layer having the form

25; 26℄:

L for light of dira

R(L) = iÆ sin(qL)


2

 2



ting

holesteri

R(L)

2

d-mode

layer

q
2

os(qL) +







 q 2

q=

rystal diele tri



h



The defe t mode frequen y

1

0:4
0:2

(3)

0

1

!D

i1=2 1=2

:

0:2

= 01

quen y

!D

is a

= 0:

an be found

0:1

Frequen y

= [2(

=0
=2

)

=

= 0 05
1℄

2.1. Absorbing defe t layer

ase of investigated DMS with absorbing

CLC layers [

12; 13℄, the ee t of anomalously strong

absorption also o
fe t layer.

urs in DMS with absorbing de-

The ee t reveals itself at the DM fre-

quen y and rea hes its maximum (the maximum of

1 jT (d; L)j2 jR(d; L)j2) for

ertain value of

an be found using expressions (1) and (2) for

of CLC layers, the DM fre-

omplex quantity, whi h

0 25

As in the

(5)

0

( )
= 200 =

= 33

is determined by the


2
 
2  2 
 q2 os(qL)+i 2 + q 1 sin(qL) =

0:1

Ree tion jR d; L j2 versus the frequen y for a
nonabsorbing defe t and CLC layers (g
) at d=p
: (a), : (b); l
, l
L
N , where
N is the dire tor half-turn number at the CLC layer
thi kness L. Here and on gures below, Æ
: , the
dire tor half-turn number at the CLC layer thi kness is
N
, frequen y  Æ ! !B =Æ!B

Fig. 2.

(4)

exp (2ikd(1 + ig)) sin2(qL) exp(Æ2iL) 

L

refle tion

b

dispersion equation

For a nite thi kness

0:1

Frequen y

0:6

tensor [2529℄,

(=)2 + Æ2

1 + (=2)2

0

0:8

+ i 2 +  1 sin(qL) ;
1 =2
where  = !"0 = ,  = 4=p, p is the holesteri pit h,
"0 = ("k + "? )=2, Æ = ("k "?)=("k + "? ) is the diele tri anisotropy, and "k and "? are the lo al prin ipal
values of the liquid

0:1

1:0

ir ular polariza-

+ i 2 + q 1 sin(qL) ;

iL q q
T (L) = exp
2 2 2 os(qL) +


refle tion

0:6

the external beam is in ident at the stru ture (Fig. 1)
The fa tor
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0:8

layer. It is assumed in the deriving Eqs. (1) and (2) that
from above only.

òîì

and

g

that

jT (d; L)j2

jR(d; L)j2 . Figure 3 demonstrates the existen e of

by solving Eq. (5) numeri ally. For very small values of

the anomalously strong absorption ee t at the DM

the parameter

frequen y. As follows from Fig. 3, the maximum values

g, the ree

tion and transmission spe -

tra of an DMS with an a tive defe t layer are similar to the spe tra studied in [

12; 13℄ (see Fig. 2).

In

parti ular, positions of dips in ree tion and spikes in
transmission inside the stop-band just
Re

orrespond to

!D , and this observation is very useful for numeri-

ally solving the dispersion equation. The DM lifetime
is redu ed for absorbing defe t layers
nonabsorbing defe t layer [

12; 13℄.

ompared to a

25; 30℄ (the maximum of
1 jT (d; L)j2 jR(d; L)j2) at two diering values of d=p
are rea hed for g = 0:04978 and g = 0:00008891 (taken
of the anomalous absorption [

with the opposite sign, these are approximate values of

g for the lasing threshold gain for the same DMSs).
In the ase of thi k CLC layers (jq jL  1) in the
DMS, the g value ensuring absorption maximum an
be found analyti ally:

908
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d-mode

a

0:4

0:3

0:2

0:2

0:1

0:1

0

0:2

d-mode

0:1

0

b

0

0:1

0:2

Frequen y

absorption

d-mode

0:5

0:1

0

0:1

Frequen y

absorption

0:150

0:4

0:125

0:3

0:100

0:2

0:075

d

0:050

0:1
0

absorption

0:4

0:3

:::

0:025
0:10

0:08

0:06

0:04

0:02

0

0:10

Frequen y

0:08

0:06

0:04

0:02

0

Frequen y

1 jT (d; L)j2 jR(d; L)j2 versus the frequen y for an absorbing defe t layer and nonabsorbing
= 0 04978 (a), 0:08 (b) for d=p = 0:1; at g = 0:00008891 ( ), 0:0008891 (d) for d=p = 22:25

Total absorption
CLC layers at g
:

Fig. 3.

gt =

L 22
exp(
d q2 L

8
>
<

d-mode absorption
0

2jqjL) 

−25



 

9

1

=
2 (=)2 +Æ2 1=2
(=2)2 >
 >1 +
1
=
2
1 [(=)2 + Æ2℄ +(=2)2 >
:
;
For the defe t mode frequen y

As the
the gain

−50

:

−75

(6)

−100

!D in the middle of the

stop-band, the maximal absorption

gt =

1

−125
−150

orresponds to

2 p exp  2Æ L  :
3 d
p

−0.10

(7)

1

orresponding to the maximal absorption is

d=p = 0:25

approximately inversely proportional to the defe t layer
thi kness

d.

2.2. Amplifying defe t layer

In the

ase of a DMS with an amplifying defe t layer

g < 0), the ree

(

tion and transmission

verge at some value of

jg j.

The

oe ients di-

orresponding values

−0.06

−0.04

−0.02
0
Frequency

( )
( )
= 0 0065957

Fig. 4.
Total absorption
jT d; L j2 jR d; L j2
versus the frequen y for an amplifying defe t layer
and nonabsorbing CLC layers at g
:
for

al ulations and formulas (6) and (7) show,

g

−0.08

of

g are the gain lasing thresholds.

They

an be found

g or numerijT (d; L)j2 and

from dispersion equation (5) solved for
ally using expressions (1) and (2) for

jR(d; L)j2 , or
909

an be found approximately by plotting
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lose to the threshold ones en-

jT (d; L)j2 and jR(d; L)j2 .

The

al ulation results show that the minimal threshold

5000

orresponds to the lo ation of
the stop-band and

4000

!D

jg j

just in the middle of

jgj is almost inversely proportional

to the defe t layer thi kness. Figures 4 and 5 a tually

3000

orrespond to the defe t mode frequen y

!D

lo ated

2000

lose to the middle point of the stop-band and demon-

1000

strate a de rease in the lasing threshold gain with an

0
−0.10

in rease in the defe t layer thi kness. Figure 6

−0.08

−0.06

−0.04

−0.02
0
Frequency

d-mode transmission
200

sponds to the defe t mode frequen y

!D

orre-

lo ated

lose

to the stop-band edge and demonstrates an in rease in
the lasing threshold gain as the defe t mode frequen y

!D

approa hes the stop band edge.

approa h for thi k CLC layers (jq jL 
 1) results in similar predi tions, namely, the gain

b

The analyti

150

threshold value is given by (6) with the negative sign

100

of the right-hand side. For thi k CLC layers with

!D

in the middle of the stop-band, the threshold gain is
given by the expression

50
0
−0.10

gt =
−0.08

−0.06

−0.04

−0.02
0
Frequency

( )
= 0 001000
= 2 25
= 0 00008891
= 22 25

Transmission jT d; L j2 versus the frequen y
for an amplifying defe t layer and nonabsorbing CLC
layers at g
:
for d=p
: (a) and
g
:
for d=p
: (b)
Fig. 5.

2 p exp  2Æ L  :
3 d
p

(8)

Hen e, as formula (8) shows, the thinner the amplifying
defe t layer is, the higher threshold gain

g.

The same result, as was mentioned above, is also
valid for the absorption enhan ement (formulas (6) and
(7)).

The thinner the absorbing defe t layer is, the

higher the

g value ensuring maximal absorption.

An important result relating to DFB lasing at the
DMS with an amplifying (absorbing) defe t layer

d-mode reflection

an

be formulated as follows. The lasing threshold gain in a

20000

defe t layer de reases as the amplifying layer thi kness

15000

thi kness. A similar result holds for the anomalously

in reases, being almost inversely proportional to the
strong absorption phenomenon, where the value of

10000

g in

the defe t layer ensuring maximal absorption is almost
inversely proportional to the defe t layer thi kness. We

5000

note that the revealed de rease in the lasing threshold
gain with in reasing the amplifying defe t layer thi k-

0
−0.014 −0.012 −0.010 −0.008 −0.006
Frequency

( )

Fig. 6. Ree tion jR d; L j versus the frequen y for
an amplifying defe t layer and nonabsorbing CLC layers
at g
:
for d=p
:

= 0 04978

2

=01

jT (d; L)j2 and jR(d; L)j2 as fun tions of g.

ness

annot be regarded dire tly as the

orresponding

redu tion in the lasing energy threshold of a pumping
wave pulse. The situation depends on the spe i s of
pumping arrangement. This question requires a more
thorough separate onsideration. For example, if we assume that the pumping is arranged su h that the gain

g

times the defe t layer thi kness

d

is proportional to

the pumping pulse energy, then the threshold pumping
The third

pulse energy is almost independent of the defe t layer

option is illustrated by Figs. 46, where almost diver-

thi kness be ause of the almost inverse proportionality

gent values of

of the threshold gain to the defe t layer thi kness found

1

jT (d; L)j2

jT (d; L)j2, jR(d; L)j2 , or the absorption
jR(d; L)j2 are shown. The used values

above.
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3. DEFECT MODE AT BIREFRINGENT
DEFECT LAYER

the polarization

omponent diering from the dira t-

ing polarization o
general and the

The main attention in this se tion is paid to a birefringent defe t layer and, in parti ular, to the

ase of

low birefringen e. As was already mentioned above, the
reason for that is

:::

urs to be present in the DMS in

orrespondingly polarized light leaks

from the DMS. The evident

onsequen e of this leak-

age is a redu tion in the DM lifetime in the

ase of a

birefringent defe t layer.

onne ted with both the experimen-

Formulas for the opti al properties of the stru ture

tal resear hes of DFB lasing in CLCs where the defe t

with a birefringent defe t layer depi ted at Fig. 1

layer is birefringent [24℄ and the general idea that the

be obtained using the expressions for the amplitude

unusual properties of the DM manifest themselves most

transmission

learly just at the middle of the defe t stru ture, i. e.,

single

T (L) and ree

holesteri

tion

R(L)

an

oe ient for a

layer in the presen e of diele tri

in-

25; 26℄). If we negle t multiple s attering

at the defe t layer, where the DM eld intensity rea hes

terfa es (see [

its maximum. We also assume from the beginning that

of nondira ting polarization light, the transmission

there is no absorption in the CLC and the birefringent
defe t layer.

The analyti

approa h in studying of a

DMS with a birefringent defe t layer is very similar to

jT (d; L)j2 and ree tion jR(d; L)j2 intensity
(of light with the dira ting
the whole stru ture

the previously performed DM studies for an isotropi

12; 13℄, and we therefore present the nal
results, referring the reader to [12; 13℄ for the details.

jT (d; L)j2 =

defe t layer [

= 1

oe ients

ir ular polarization) for

an be presented in the form

2
)
Te TdM (k; d; n)(e  ed
 )2 Rd Ru ;
M 2 (k; d; n)(r  ed

(9)

3.1. Nonabsorbing CLC layers

In this se tion, an analyti

jR(d; L)j2 =

solution for the DM as-

so iated with an insertion of a birefringent defe t layer
in the perfe t

holesteri

=

stru ture is presented for light

propagating along the heli al axes and some limit

ases

Re +

 )j2 2
RdTe Tu M 2(k; d; n)j(e  ed
1 M 2(k; d; n)(r  ed )2RdRu ;

Re (Te ), Ru (Tu ),

(10)

Rd (Td )

simplifying the problem are onsidered. To onsider the

where the meaning of

DM asso iated with the insertion of a birefringent layer

the same as in (1) and (2), and

in the perfe t

polarization ve tors of light exiting the CLC layer in-

holesteri

stru ture, we have to solve

and

is

e , r , and ed are the

the Maxwell equations and a boundary value prob-

ner surfa e, of light ree ted at the inner bottom CLC

lem for the ele tromagneti

layer surfa e at the in iden e from the inserted defe t

the

holesteri

wave propagating along

helix for the layered stru ture with a

birefringent defe t layer depi ted at Fig. 1.
vestigation was already performed in [

This in-

12; 13℄ under the

layer, and of light whose some polarization ve tor
transforms to the polarization ve tor
birefringent defe t layer of thi kness

e at

d ; n

ed

rossing the
is the dif-

assumption that the defe t layer in Fig. 1 is isotropi .

feren e of two refra tive indi es in the birefringent de-

We

fe t layer and

an therefore use the results in [

12; 13℄ for our

ase

of a birefringent defe t layer and nonabsorbing and am-

M (k; d; n)

is the phase fa tor related

to the light single propagation in a birefringent defe t

plifying (absorbing) CLC layers (keeping the notation

layer. It is assumed in deriving Eqs. (9) and (10) that

of papers [

the external beam is in ident at the stru ture (Fig. 1)

12; 13℄ here), introdu ing only some physially lear hanges in the formulas obtained in [12; 13℄.
The assumption in [12; 13℄ that the polarization onversion is absent and only light of dira ting
polarization has to be taken into a
oin ides with the diele tri

In the presen e of diele tri

ir ular

surfa es of CLC layers in DMS at ree tion and transmission of light through a CLC layer and the light eld

onstant

onstant of the defe t

layer and the external medium) is not valid here.

In

inside CLC layers

annot be presented as a superpo-

sition of only two dira ting eigenmodes of the CLC
(generally speaking, two nondira ting eigenmodes are

fa t, due to the birefringen e of the defe t layer, light

also present).

polarization

inside the defe t layer (after light

hanges in the

ourse of its propagation in

The

orresponding polarization ve tor
rosses the interfa e

the defe t layer from one of its surfa es to the other,

between the CLC and defe t layers),

and hen e, generally speaking, the polarization of light

(see [

after

inter-

onversion at the inner

ount (due to the

assumption that the average CLC diele tri

"0

from above only.

fa es, there is light polarization

rossing the defe t layer diers from the polar-

ization at the rst defe t layer surfa e.

This is why

e ,

an be found

25; 26℄), and the polarization ve tor ed an be
easily al ulated if d and n are known. The same an
be said about nding the polarization of light ex iting
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Cal ulations of the ree tion and transmission
 ients a

formed analyti ally in the general

alled a dira ting polarization here. Po-

oef-

ording to (9), (10), (12), and (13) an be per-

umbersome.

ase, but are rather

This is why we study the

ase of low

larization orthogonal to the dira ting polarization is

birefringen e in detail below and present expressions

here

for

alled the nondira ting polarization. Light of a

nondira ting polarization being in ident at a DMS exites only nondifra ting CLC eigenmodes in CLC layers
of the DMS. The polarization ve tors

e , r , and ed

an be presented in the form

i = (
y

axis, and

i

and

os i ex + ei sin iey );
i

the polarization.

= =2(

=2)

i

tion transformation in the defe t layer into a

(11)

are the parameters determining

i

For example,

= =4 and

orresponds to right (left)

i

=

ir ular polar-

fa es and small deviations of the dira ting and nonallows simple analyti

not

orrespond to the dira ting

ir ular polarization,

and therefore there is ree tion and transmission of the
nondira ting polarization light even for in ident light
of dira ting polarization.

oin ide with the average CLC refra tive index, the

refra tive indi es of the defe t layer

nmax = n0 + n=2; nmin = n0
where

n0

dex and

R(d; L)

and transmission

(for in ident light of dira ting

T (d; L)

o-

ir ular polarization

ir ular polarization),

jT (d; L) j2 = Te Td fM (k; d; n)(e  ed? ) +
+ (r  ed )(e  ed )(r  ed?)M 2 (k; d; n) 
2


 1 M 2 (k; d; n)(r  ed )2 RdRu 1 ; (12)

Re

is the ree tion

oe ients of the CLC layer

for light of nondira ting

ir ular polarization taking

diele tri

The phase fa tor

M (k; d; n) = exp[ikd℄

M (k; d; n) is

os('=2);

where the phase dieren e of two beam

(15)

omponents

with dierent eigenpolarization at the defe t layer
thi kness is

' = nkd=n0, k = !n0= = !"10=2= .

Finally, in the

ase of low birefringen e, inserting

(15) into (9) and (10), we obtain expli it expressions
for the ree tion and transmission
with a

oe ients of light

ir ular dira ting polarization for the in ident

beam with a

ir ular dira ting polarization:

2
e Td exp[ikd℄ os('=2)
; (16)
jT (d; L)j2 = 1 Texp[2
ikd℄ os2 ('=2)Rd Ru

jR(d; L)j2 =

=
If

interfa es at the in iden e of dira ting po-

T

(14)

given by

jR(d; L) j2 =
= fRe +RdTeTu M 2(k; d; n)(e  ed )(r  ed?) 
2


 1 M 2 (k; d; n)(r  ed )2 Rd Ru 1 g ; (13)
where

n=2;

oin ides with the average CLC refra tive in-

n is small.

Negle ting multiple s at-

e ients of light of nondira ting

an be expressed

by the formulas

tering of nondira ting polarization light, we obtain
the ree tion

al ulations.

tion that the refra tive indi es of the DMS external media

ase for a DMS with a birefringent

defe t layer, the transmitted and ree ted beams do

ir ular ones, whi h

With these simpli ations and under the assump-

ization.
In the general

ount and

negle ting transformations of polarizations at the interdira ting polarizations from the

ex and ey are the unit ve tors along the x and

where

jT (d; L)j2 and jR(d; L)j2 taking only the polariza-

Re +

RdTe Tu exp[2ikd℄ os2 ('=2) 2
1 exp[2ikd℄ os2('=2)RdRu :

(17)

'=2 is an integer, Eqs. (16) and (17) are iden-

is the transmis-

ti al to the

sion

oe ient of the CLC layer for light of nondiffra -

an isotropi

ting

ir ular polarization taking diele tri

sion of the dira ting polarization into a nondira ting

larization light into a

ount and

interfa es at

the in iden e of nondira ting polarization light into
a

ount, and

nal to

ed .

?
ed

We note that the amplitude transmis-

Td and Tu
to exp[ikLn =n0 ℄, where n

sion

oe ients

light of the nondira ting
layer.

one, but if
urs and,

is the polarization ve tor orthogo-

orresponding equations for the DMS with
defe t layer [

12; 13℄ and there is no

'=2 is not an integer, this

onver-

onversion o -

onsequently, light leaks from the DMS and,

in parti ular, the DM lifetime is less than in the
the

is the refra tive index of

This dependen e of the DM properties on the phase

ir ular polarization in CLC

orresponding DMS with an isotropi

ase of

are approximately equal

shift between eigenwaves at their
layer opens up the way to

912
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The simplest su h possibility is related to variations of
the defe t layer thi kness.
The polarization
nondira ting

does the transmission pra ti ally vanish (whi h demonstrates the

onversion results in adding the

sponds to the

For low birefringen e, whi h
ondition

n=n0

transmission and ree tion

< Æ,

orre-

the amplitude

onversion of polarizations at the birefrin-

gent layer).

omponents to the transmitted and re-

e ted beams.

It is well known [9℄ that the position of the edge
mode frequen y in the stop-band is determined by
the frequen y of the transmission (ree tion)

oe ient for nondira t-

formed

ing polarization) are given by

and 8) determine the real
mode, the imaginary

(18)

ing

n

omponent of the DM frequen y is to solve the dispersion equation. The dispersion equation in the
ase of an isotropi

jT (d; L)j2

negle ted, it
(19)

in the

results

for

the

+i

transmission

12; 13℄ and if multi-

an be represented as



oe ient of light of dira ting polarization

ase of low birefringen e are presented at Fig. 7

for various values of the birefringent phase fa tor

'

related to the light single propagation in a birefringent

in the
in [

rossing the

' < =2), the shape of the transmission

defe t layer (

iL) q
Æ2
2

os(qL) +

2



 2  q 2
2 + 

In the general



exp(

1 sin(qL) = 0:

(20)

ase, the solution of Eq. (20) has to

be found numeri ally, and a detailed dis ussion of this

defe t layer. Figure 7 shows that at low values of the
phase shift between eigenwaves at their

defe t layer [

M 2 (k; d; n) sin2 (qL)

is the refra tive index of light of nondira tal ulations

ase of a

an be found similarly to the

ple s attering of light of nondira ting polarization is

ir ular polarization in the CLC layer.
The

omponent of the DM frequen y

12; 13℄. A dire t way to nd the imaginary

birefringent defe t layer

= 21 Ru Te exp ikLn

n0
ikd℄ sin(')
;
 1 exp[2exp[2
ikd℄ os2 (nkd=2n0 )Rd Ru

omponent of the DM fre-

But be ause the DM is a quasistationary

is not zero [

R(d; L)

where

al ulation of the transmission spe tra (Figs. 7

quen y.


= Te exp ikLn
n0
exp[ikd℄ sin('=2)
 1 exp[2
;
ikd℄ os2 ('=2)Rd Ru

oe-

ient maximum (minimum), and therefore the per-

ing polarization light (for the in ident light of dira t-

T (d; L)

:::

ase of an isotropi

12; 13℄.

defe t layer

an be found

Some simpli ation of (20) o

urs in the

ase of low birefringen e, when the phase fa tor in (20)
is given by (15).

urve is very similar to that for a DMS with an
isotropi

defe t layer (for

multiple of
the

2 or zero, it

orresponding

But as

'

equal to an integer

3.2. Amplifying and absorbing CLC layers

oin ides with the shape of

urve for an isotropi

defe t layer).

' approa hes =2 (see Fig. 7eg), the in rease

As the experiment [3℄ and the theory [

12; 13℄ show,

unusual opti al properties of the DMS at the DM fre-

!D

in transmission at the defe t mode frequen y, typi al

quen y

for an isotropi

sorbing CLC and abnormally strong ampli ation for

defe t layer, gradually disappears and

does not appear at all at

' = =2 (Fig. 7g).

This

(abnormally strong absorption for an ab-

an amplifying CLC [

12; 13; 25; 30℄)

an be ee tively

may be regarded, in parti ular, as a hint that the DM

used for enhan ing DFB lasing. It is quite natural to

lifetime de reases with in reasing the shift between

study how the birefringent defe t layer inuen es the

eigenwaves at their

abnormally strong ampli ation and abnormally strong

rossing the defe t layer and that

the DM does not exist at all at some value of the shift.
With the partial

onversion of the

ir ular non-

absorption ee ts. For studying this, we assume, as was
done in [

12; 13℄, that the average diele tri

dira ting in ident polarization into the dira ting one

the CLC has an imaginary addition, i. e.,

taken into a

where positive

does not

ount, the pi ture of transmission spe tra

hange radi ally. In Fig. 8, the transmission

spe tra for the total light intensity

rossing the DMS

(for the sum of intensities for both

ir ular polariza-

tions)

al ulated using Eqs. (18) and (19) show a gen-

eral de rease in transmission at the DM frequen y
as

' in reases, but it is mu h more slow than for the
' lose to =2

dira ting polarization and only at

10

!D

ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 5

of
(20).

j j  1.)

),

(We note that in real situa-

As was mentioned above, the value

an be found from solution of dispersion equation
Another option (see [

tion and transmission
as fun tions of
DM frequen y.

913

" = "0 (1+ i

orresponds to absorbing and negative

to amplifying media.
tions,

onstant of

12; 13℄) is to study ree -

oe ients (9), (10), (16), (17)

lose to

R(d; L)

and

T (d; L)

at the
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The al ulated dira ting polarization intensity transmission oe ient jT d; L j2 for a low-birefringent defe t layer
versus the frequen y for a dira ting in ident polarization at the birefringent phase shift at the defe t layer thi kness
' = (a), = (b), = ( ), = (d), = (e), = (f), = (g), and '
(h) (Fig. 7h orresponds to the
isotropi defe t layer) for a nonabsorbing CLC at d=p
:

Fig. 7.

 = 20

16

12

8

6

For an amplifying CLC, the value of

2

orrespond-

ing to a divergen e of the DMS ree tion and transmission

4

and nding its value at the points where the DMS
ree tion and transmission

oe ients just determines the solution of disper-

oe ients diverge.

This pro edure, performed here for a birefringent

sion equation (20) and also determines the threshold

defe t layer at various values of the birefringent phase

DFB lasing gain in the DMS (see [

fa tor

the threshold value of

12; 13℄).

an be found by

DMS ree tion and transmission

Therefore

' related to the light single propagation in a

al ulating the

birefringent defe t layer, allows tra ing the threshold

oe ients at various

lasing gain ( ) dependen e on the birefringent phase
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Fig. 8. The al ulated total intensity transmission oe ient for a low-birefringent defe t layer versus the
frequen y for dira ting in ident polarization at the
birefringent phase shift at the defe t layer thi kness
'
= (a), = (b), = ( ), = (d), =
(e), = (f), and = (g), for a nonabsorbing CLC at

0.6
0.4

 = 20
4

0.2
g
0
−0.2

fa tor

−0.1

0

0.1
Frequency

'. Figure 9, presenting the values of the DMS

transmission

oe ient

lose to their divergen e points,

demonstrates in rease in the threshold DFB lasing gain

j j) with an in rease in the birefringent phase fa tor

(

' and even the disappearan e of the divergen e at the
DM frequen y at ' = =2. This is in good agreement
with the transmission spe tra
8. In parti ular, at

al ulated in Figs. 7 and

' = =2, there are no tra es of

the typi al DM pe uliarities in transmission spe tra.

16
2

12

8

6

d=p = 0:25

For absorbing CLC layers in the DMS, the abnormally strong absorption ee t reveals itself at the value
of

ensuring a maximum of the total absorption in the

DMS (see [

12; 13℄). For a nite thi kness L of CLC lay-

ers, the DM frequen y

!D is a

omplex quantity, whi h

an be found by a numeri al solution of Eq. (20). As
in the

ase of absorbing and amplifying defe t layers,

the positions of dips in ree tion and spikes in transmission inside the stop-band just

915
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The al ulated intensity transmission oe ients of a low-birefringent defe t layer for an amplifying CLC layers
versus the frequen y lose to their divergen e points as a fun tion of for dira ting in ident polarization at the birefringent phase shift at the defe t layer thi kness '
= (a), = (b), = ( ), = (d), = (e), = (f), and
= (g);
:
(a),
:
(b),
:
( ),
:
(d),
:
(e),
:
(f),
:
(g),
and '
,
:
(h) orresponding to an isotropi defe t layer; d=p
:

Fig. 9.

2

 = 20
16
12
= 0 00075
0 00085
0 00100
0 00150
0 002355
 = 0 = 0 000675

and this observation turns out to be useful for numerially solving the dispersion equation for a birefringent
defe t layer and absorbing CLC layers.
We note that the results obtained here for the DMS
with a birefringent defe t layer open up new options
for varying the DM

hara teristi s. An important re-

8
6
0 003555
= 2 25

4
0 004500

sult related to DFB lasing at the DMS with a birefringent defe t layer

an be formulated as follows. The

lasing threshold gain in reases with an in rease in the
opti al path dieren e of two eigenwaves at the defe t
layer thi kness.

A similar result relates to the ee t

of anomalously strong absorption, where the value of
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Ej+

of eigenwaves in the layer ex ited

maximal absorption is dependent on the opti al path

the amplitudes

dieren e at the defe t layer thi kness.

by an external wave in ident at the layer:

!

4
X

+
1 + Kj Ej+ = 2Ee+;
e;1
j =1
!
4
X
Kj+
+
exp(iKj L) 1  Ej+ = 0;
e;2
j =1
!
4
X
K
j 1 + j Ej+ = 2Ee ;

e;1
j =1
!
4
X
Kj
j exp(iKj L) 1
Ej+ = 0;

e;2
j =1

4. DEFECT STRUCTURE WITH A DIELECRIC
JUMP
An isotropi defe t layer with the diele tri
diering from the average diele tri
layers

onstant

an also be ee tively related to the

a tive defe t layer.
ization

onstant

"0 of CLC
ase of an

The reason for this is the polar-

onversion at the defe t layer surfa es, whi h

makes this

ase similar to the

defe t layer. If the diele tri

ase of a birefringent

onstant of the medium

external to the DMS is dierent from the average diele tri

onstant

sion also o

"0 of CLC layers, polarization

onver-

urs at the external DMS surfa es, but, as

we see below, the polarization

and the wave inside the CLC are written as follows:

onversion at the exter-



Ee = exp[i(e;1 z !t)℄ Ee+ n+ + Ee n ;

Er = exp[ i(e;1 z !t)℄ Er+ n + Er n+ ;
Et = exp [i(e;2 z !t)℄ Et+ n+ + Et n ;

onversion at the defe t layer

surfa es does. There are no prin ipal di ulties in obtaining the DM dispersion equation from the boundary
onditions in the general

ase of diele tri

jumps at all

E = exp( i!t) 

interfa es of the DMS. But the DM dispersion equation
is rather

ompli ated in the general

12 linear equations).
the role of diele tri
simplest

ase (a system of



Therefore, we rst demonstrate
jumps for a lo alized mode in the

ase of an edge mode (EM), whi h is related

to a CLC layer with diele tri

(21)

where the in ident, ree ted, and transmitted waves

nal DMS surfa es does not ae t the DM properties so
strong as the polarization

:::

jumps at its surfa es.

with

4
X
j =1

Ej+



exp(iKj+z)n+ + j exp(iKj z)n

n being the left and right

;

ir ular polarization

ve tors (see Eq. (11)); we here use the labeling of CLC
eigenwaves proposed in [
4.1. Diele tri

and 4

jumps at a single CLC layer

25; 26; 31℄ (the subs ripts 1

orrespond to nondira ting eigenwaves prop-

agating in the opposite dire tions and the subs ripts
In a

ordan e with the foregoing, we study the

2 and 3

transmission and ree tion of light by a CLC layer
surrounded by a medium with the diele tri
diering from the average CLC diele tri

The wave ve tors inside the CLC layer are

onstant

onstant

K1+ = =2 + q+ ; K4+ = =2 q+ ;

"0

for light propagation along the heli al axis (see the
s hemati
ary

q+ = 

of the boundary value problem in Fig. 10).

Following the approa h in [

25; 26; 31℄, from the bound-

onditions, we obtain the system of equations for

Ee
Er

"1

Et

"2

1 + (=2)2 + (=)2 + Æ21=2

o1=2

;

q is determined by Eq. (4),

Kj

E

= Kj+
e;2 =

L

S hemati of the CLC edge mode stru ture
with diele tri jumps at the interfa es

n

K2+ = =2 + q; K3+ = =2 q;
and

"

orrespond to dira ting eigenwaves).

; e;1 =

p

! "2
; i =

Fig. 10.

p

! "1

; =

(Kj+=

!"10=2

Æ
=)2

;

1:

The amplitudes of ree ted and transmitted waves are
expressed in terms of
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!

4
Kj
1X
j 1
E+;
r
2 j=1
e;1 j
4


1X
exp
i(Kj+ e;2 )L 
Et+ =
2 j=1

E+ =

!

approximation, the homogeneous system under
plitudes of two nondira ting eigenwaves

Et

K

It is

!

redu ing the
the

ri Kj =k.

(22)

L.

This result shows that if the CLC layer thi kness

is large enough, the inuen e of the diele tri

of an innitely thi k CLC layer, the EM properties
are the same as in the absen e of diele tri

in the

ase where diele tri

two values of the diele tri

ase of

L are presented

jumps are absent and for
jump (in Fig. 11b, a small

urve in Fig. 11a is presented in an enlarged

part of the
s ale). The

al ulations of the EM lifetime versus the

layer thi kness

L presented in Fig. 11 onrm the above
L in reases, the EM lifetime

statement showing that as
(Im

!), with de

aying os illations, approa hes the value

orresponding to the absen e of diele tri

onstants of the media surrounding

jumps.

ordingly,

ase of dierent media

4.2. Diele tri

at the sides of the CLC layer.

jumps at the defe t layer

We return to the

al ulations performed with (21) and

whi h demonstrate the inuen e of diele tri

ase of a DMS with an isotropi

defe t layer and with the diele tri

jumps at the layer surfa es on the transmission and

from the average diele tri

ree tion

In the general

oe ients, are presented in [32℄.

onstant

al ulated variations of the

EM lifetime versus the layer thi kness

!

For the sake of generality, the

Examples of

In Fig. 11a, the

jumps.

the CLC layer is shown in Fig. 10 and, a

(22),

onstant

jumps at the layer surfa es is small and in the limit

r1 =
k=ke;1 and r2 = "10=2 ="12=2 = k=ke;2 ,

ratios Kj =ke;i in Eqs. (21) and (22) to

Eqs. (21) and (22) relate to the

E4+ .

nondira ting eigenwaves in the solution for the EM

=

dierent diele tri

and

de rease inversely proportionally to the layer thi kness

onvenient to introdu e the parameters

"10=2 ="11=2

E1+

The solution of the homogeneous system thus found

 1 +  j Ej+ :
e;2

=

onsid-

at the EM frequen y shows that the amplitude of two

4
+
X
= 12
1 Kj Ej+;
e;1
j =1
4
X
= 12 j exp i(Kj e;2)L 
j =1

Er
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eration redu es to a system of two equations for the am-

+
1 + Ke;j2 Ej+;
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Here, we

onstant diering

onstant

ase of diele tri

"0

of CLC layers.

jumps at all interfa es

do not dis uss the transmission and ree tion of light

in the DMS (see Fig. 1), we have to determine 12 am-

by a layer but

on entrate on the inuen e of diele -

plitudes of eigenwaves propagating in the DMS (four

jumps at the layer surfa es on the EM properties.

amplitudes in ea h CLC layer and four amplitudes for

tri

The EMs are determined by the homogeneous system
orresponding to system (21) and the EM dispersion

waves propagating in the isotropi
dire tions for the opposite

defe t layer in both

ir ular polarizations). To

equation for the EM frequen y follows from the solv-

simplify the problem, we assume that there are no di-

ability

ele tri

ondition for this homogeneous system [33℄. It

is known [33℄ that the real part of the EM frequen y
approximately
of ree tion

oin ides with the frequen y positions

oe ient minima, and hen e the solution

jumps at the external DMS surfa es.

have seen, the diele tri

fa es for thi k CLC layers do not signi antly ae t
the polarization

of the homogeneous system at the frequen y of the re-

ele tri

e tion

defe t layer.

oe ient minimum gives the amplitudes of all

four eigenwaves in the layer
ase where the diele tri

omposing the EM in the

onstants of the media sur-

rounding the CLC layer are dierent from
that the EM in the absen e of diele tri
at the interfa es is

"0 .

We re all

onstant jumps

omposed only from two dira ting

eigenwaves [33℄. Be ause of a su iently

As we

jumps at external DMS sur-

onversion. We therefore take the di-

jumps into a

ount only at the interfa es with

Taking the form of the DM solution in

the absen e of diele tri

jumps into a

ount [

12; 13℄,

we have to determine only eight amplitudes of eigenwaves propagating in the DMS (two amplitudes in ea h
CLC layer and four amplitudes for waves propagating
in the isotropi

umbersome

If we a

defe t layer).

ept the labeling of eigenwaves in the CLC

25; 26; 31℄

form of the homogeneous system solution, we rst use

proposed in [

the

s ripts   and   for the upper and bottom CLC lay-

onse utive approximation approa h in solving the

system. If the layer thi kness is su iently large, the
known solution [33℄ in the absen e of diele tri
jumps

onstant

an be used as the zeroth approximation. In this

u

d

ers in Fig. 1, then the

Eu,
2

Eu,
4

Ed,
1

the CLC, and

918

Ed,

and spe ify them by superorresponding system in ludes

2 the amplitudes of eigenwaves in
CR and CL , the amplitudes of right (left)

and

ÆÝÒÔ,
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a) The al ulated EM lifetime versus the CLC
layer thi kness normalized by the CLC layer ight time
"10=2 L= for several values of the diele tri jump at the
CLC layer surfa e, b ) magnied part of Fig. 11a

Fig. 11.

) possi-

:::

a21 = 2 exp(iK2 L ) 3 exp(iK3 L );
a22 = 4 exp( iK4 L ); a2k = 0 for k = 3; 6;
a24 = exp( ikdL ); a25 = exp(ikd L );
a31 = K2+exp(iK2+L ) K3+ exp(iK3+L );
a32 = K4+ exp(iK4+L ); a33 = kd exp(ikd L );
a3k = 0 for k = 4; 5; a35 = kd exp( ikdL );
a41 = K2 2 exp(iK2 L ) 3 K3 exp(iK3 L );
a42 = 4 K4 exp( iK4 L );
a4k = 0 for k = 3; 6;
a44 = kd exp( ikd L ); a45 = kd exp(ikd L );
a53 = exp(ikd L+ ); a5k = 0 for k = 4; 5;
a56 = exp( ikdL+ ); a57 = exp(iK1+L+ );
a58 = exp(iK2+L+ ) r32 exp(iK3+ L+);
a6k = 0 for k = 3; 6;
a64 = exp( ikdL+ ); a67 = 1 exp(ikd L+ );
a68 = 2 exp(iK2 L+ ) r32 3 exp(iK3 L+ );
a74 = kd exp(ikd L+); a7k = 0 for k = 4; 5;
a77 = K1+ exp(iK1+ L+);
a78 = K2+ exp(iK2+ L+) + r32 K3+ exp(iK3+ L+);
a8k = 0 for k = 3; 6; a84 = kd exp( ikdL+ );
a85 = kd exp(ikd L+ ); a87 = 1 K1 exp( iK1 L+ );
a88 = K2 2 exp(iK2 L+ ) r32 3 K3 exp(iK3 L+ );
where r32 = (2 =3 ) exp(4iqL).
The dispersion equation for the DM frequen y !D
and, in parti ular, the DM lifetime (Im !D ) for a DMS
with diele tri

jumps only at the interfa es with the

polarized waves in the defe t layer with two (

defe t layer is determined by the equation following

ble propagation dire tions. We assume for deniteness

from the zero value

that the dira ting

above matrix. The

hand one. If we a

ir ular polarization is the rightept the following ordering

CR+ , CR , CL+ , CL , E1d , E2d

of the amplitudes in the

equations obtained from the boundary
the elements of the matrix

E2u , E4u ,

aik of the

orresponding sys-

aik = 0

for

i = 5; 6; 7; 8

orresponding equation requires a

numeri al approa h for its solution. However, a simple
estimate of the DM lifetime

onditions, then

tem of equations are as follows:

ondition for the determinant of the

an be obtained.

As is known, the DM lifetime for a DMS with
no diele tri

jumps at the interfa es is determined by

the leakage of energy through the external DMS surand

k = 1; 2;

aik = 0 for i = 1; 2; 3; 4 and k = 7; 8;
a11 = exp(iK2+L ) exp(iK3+ L );
a12 = exp(iK4+L ); a13 = exp(ikd L );
a1k = 0 for k = 4; 5; a16 = exp( ikdL );

fa es [13℄ and the lifetime in reases with the CLC layer
thi kness in rease, being innite for an innite CLC
layer thi kness. The
DMS with diele tri
to the
the

hanges in the DM lifetime for a
jumps at the interfa es

ase without jumps are mainly

ompared

onne ted with

onversion of the dira ting polarization into the

nondira ting one and free es aping of light with nondira ting polarization from the DMS. If the CLC layer

919
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ÆÝÒÔ,

thi kness is large enough, this me hanism is prevailing

ization

over the leakage of light with the dira ting polariza-

into a

tion through the external DMS surfa es. This is why

(

jr 1j > Æ).

(23) under these

the inuen e of diele tri

polarization

this

Hen e, for estimating the DM lifetime for

a DMS with diele tri

jumps at the interfa es, we

an

tri

ura y of expressions

onditions is su ient for estimating
jumps on the DM lifetime in

ase. The results of the

as follows.

jump is su iently large

Therefore, the a

if the CLC layer thi kness in the DMS is su iently

fe t layer.

145, âûï. 5, 2014

onversion at the interfa es should be taken
ount if the diele tri

large, the DM lifetime is mainly determined by the
onversion at the interfa es with the de-
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orresponding analysis are

The DM lifetime for a DMS with diele -

jumps at the interfa es in reases with an in rease

use the formula for the DM lifetime due to the leak-

in the CLC layer thi kness to the value for whi h the

age of energy through the external DMS surfa es in

leakage of energy through the external surfa es and the

the

ase of no diele tri

jumps at the interfa es (for-

mula (22) in [13℄), with the amplitude of the wave with

leakage due to the

onversion of dira ting polarization

light into light of nondira ting polarization be ome

onverted polarization at the defe t layer surfa e in-

approximately equal. At a further in rease in the CLC

serted into it instead of the dira ting wave amplitude

layer thi kness, the DM lifetime is determined almost

leaking through the DMS external surfa e. The ampli-

ex lusively by the polarization

tude of the wave with the

layer surfa es and be omes pra ti ally independent of

onverted polarization

an

onversion at the defe t

L or, more

be approximately found if, in the solving the homo-

the CLC layer thi kness

geneous system, we assume that the eld in the CLC

very slowly in reasing fun tion of

layers is the same as for the DMS without diele tri

we represent the DM lifetime for the DMS with di-

jumps. This means that the amplitudes
and

Ed
2

are the same as for the EM in a DMS without

diele tri

CL

E2u , CR+ , CR ,

jumps and

E1d

= E4u = 0; however, CL+ and

CL

light of

for a DMS without diele tri

whi h determine the eld of nondira ting

E4u ,

and

surfa es, in terms of the known
the found

CL+

and

CL .

A rather

be obtained without nding
ing the dire t polarization

E1d

and

rude estimate

and

E4u ,

by

"10=2

dr =

larization es aping from the DMS through the external

+
2 CR , CR , E2d

as the ratio of the

dr

to the DM lifetime

d

jumps at the interfa es

an be estimated as

ir ular po-

Eu,

If, following [13℄,

onverted polarization through the defe t layer

using expressions for the EM eld from [13℄.

E1d

dr

jumps at the interfa es

surfa es, then the relation of

The next step is to express the nonzero

L.

opti al eld energy in the DMS to the energy ow of

CL+

have to be found. We easily nd the values of

and

ele tri

orre tly, be omes a

Z

an

al ulat-

onversion at the interfa e

r

jE (!D ; z; t)j2dz
2r(1 r)2 jEdr j2=(1 + r)4 =
out 2
= 2r(1 r)2djjEEu j2j=(1 + r)4 ;
dr

(24)

with the defe t layer for light of dira ting polariza-

where

tion (for the DM eld at the DMS without diele tri

(24) are related to the DM at the DMS without di-

jumps).
sion, we

For su h an estimate of polarization

onver-

an apply the formulas for polarization

on-

ele tri
layer,

is dened in (23) and all other quantities in
jumps:

Edr

E (!D ; z; t) is the EM eld in the CLC

is the DM eld at the defe t layer surfa e

version at the interfa e of the CLC and an isotropi

of light propagating toward the CLC layer as a fun -

medium presented in [

tion of the

25; 26; 31℄.

 ient of light of dira ting
light of nondira ting

+
innite CLC layer R

The ree tion

oef-

ir ular polarization into

ir ular polarization at a semiand the transmission

of light of nondira ting
ident light of dira ting

oe ient

ir ular polarization for an inir ular polarization

T+

in

Æ are given by
(1 r)2 ; T + = 4r(1 r)2 ;
(23)
R+ =
(1 + r)2
(1 + r)4
1=2 and "d is the defe t layer diele where r = ("d ="0 )
the zeroth order in

tri

onstant.
Be ause

time

oordinate

t, E out

ward the CLC layer at the external CLC layer surfa e,

!D

is the DM frequen y, and the integration over

arried out over the thi kness

terfa e of CLC and the isotropi

onversion at the inmedium is propor-

tional to the square of the small parameter
in the absen e of diele tri

jumps [

25; 26; 31℄,

Æ

even

polar-

L of

z

is

CLC layer. Equa-

tion (24) shows that the DM lifetime for a DMS with
thi k CLC layers and diele tri

dr , in

ontrast to the lifetime

without diele tri

d

is

d

of a DM in the DMS

L.

The exponential in rease

ompensated in Eq. (24) by the exponential

u j2
Edr

dr exponential in
diele tri

jumps at the interfa es

jumps at the interfa es, does not in-

rease exponentially with
of

in rease of |

ir ular polarization

z along the layer normal and the

is the EM eld of light propagating out-

(see [13℄). For the restoration of the
rease with

L, the sharp jumps of the

onstant should be substituted by a smooth

variation of the diele tri

onstant at defe t layer sur-

fa es. We note that sharp jumps at the interfa es have

920
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:::

a negative ee t on the possibility of lowering the las-

all possible a tive properties of the defe t layer into

ing threshold, and therefore smoothing the diele tri

a

ount using the above formulas.

jumps opens up options for lowering the lasing threshold

ompared with the

ase of the DMS with jump-like

variations of the diele tri

parameters.

onsisting of CLC layers are qualitatively ap-

pli able to the

In general, the lo alized opti al modes in
uid

We note that the obtained results for the DM at
the DMS

hiral liq-

rystals theoreti ally studied in this se tion for a

stru ture with jumps of the diele tri properties at their

orresponding lo alized ele tromagneti

modes in any periodi

media and

an be regarded as a

useful guide in the studies of lo alized modes with an
a tive defe t layer in general.

interfa es reveal a signi ant inuen e of the diele tri
jumps on the EM and espe ially DM properties, in par-

The

ti ular, its lifetime. The studied ee ts pave the way

(grants

to optimizing the DM parameters by means of a proper
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hoi e of the defe t layer diele tri

work
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